Abstract. The field of translational biomedical informatics seeks to integrate knowledge from basic science, directed research into diseases, and clinical insights into a form that can be used to discover effective treatments of diseases. We demonstrate methods and tools to generate RDF representations of a commonly used experimental description format, MAGE-TAB, mappings of MAGE documents to two general-purpose provenance representations, OPM (Open Provenance Model) and PML (Proof Markup Language). We show through a use case simulation that the data represented in MAGE documents can be completely represented in OPM and PML through use of round trip analysis of certain examples. The success in mapping MAGE documents into general-purpose provenance models shows that promise in the implementation of the translational research provenance vision.
Introduction
Translational biomedical research focuses on translating findings in basic science into advances in treatment and diagnosis of diseases for patients in the clinic, and has become a major research priority in the last five years. [1, 2] Translational research requires the coordination and collaboration of a number of different disciplines, including basic science, clinical research, and increasingly, biomedical informatics. [3] As the scale and complexity of biomedical experiments has increased, so has the role of biomedical informatics. It plays an active role in the design, execution, and analysis of most biomedical research. The translational research pipeline, often thought of as a cycle of knowledge from the experimental "bench" to the clinical "bedside" and back, requires the management of many different kinds of data and artifacts by specialists in their disciplines. This includes information about the collection, management, and disposition of human, animal, and xenographic biomaterials, collection and management of participants in clinical research and trials, management of patient histories and charts, data from lab results, diagnostic imaging at the radiological and histopathological scales, as well as experiments using high-throughput technologies such as microarray assays and high throughput sequencing. Common derivations and artifacts from the translational research pipeline are shown in Figure 1 on page 121.
The Translational Research Provenance Vision
The vision is relatively simple: It should be possible for a research scientist, clinician, patient or legal guardian to be able to query, assess, and collate the knowledge needed to make decisions about research and patient care. In order to be able to do this, the information that is used to make these decisions must have at hand the provenance of those materials, so as to be able to judge the relevance and veracity of the information they need. For this to happen, there must be a consistent model of provenance that can be used regardless of the origin, domain, or format of the information at hand.
By accomplishing this, we make it possible to gain a complete picture of how experiments were conducted, if they are comparable, and how well confounding variables have been controlled for. In the longer term, it also offers an opportunity to build experiments based on previous work, by understanding what kinds of methods have been used on certain kinds of problems, and to find new avenues of research. Provenance also makes electronic health records much more portable, as it becomes possible for clinicians to assess if lab work performed at other institutions is comparable with work done at their own. For patients, access to a consistent model of the provenance of their medical state means being able to take control of their own health, and to understand the reasoning behind clinical treatments and advice.
The World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) has chartered a incubator group for provenance representations 1 and has developed a number of biomedical use cases. Many of these use cases describe specific steps along the path to realizing this translational research provenance vision. Additionally, existing automated computational workflow systems, such as Wings/Pegasus [4] , Taverna/myGrid [5] , and VisTrails [6] , have started to converge towards a common interchange language for provenance.
High Throughput Experiments and Provenance
Scientists look to provenance information, such as experimental workflow, to learn about experiments and results in their field. Critical to their understanding is: (1) how the experiment was performed, and (2) what needs to be known to be able to repeat it. As such, it is vital that systems that support the sciences provide a framework for incorporating provenance information at every step of the research chain. This is especially true for high throughput assays such as microarrays. Each microarray can measure hundreds of thousands to more than a million nuclear material hybridizations. Because of the scale of measurement, an experimental design must overcome a potentially high False Discovery Rate (FDR) [7] through use of many biological replicates for each experimental condition. Additionally, the context that is provided by richly encoded provenance can be used to automate certain aspects of scientific research. In bioinformatics and computational biology, the problem of provenance has been an issue for some time. Goble [8] identifies a number of provenance-related issues in re-use and propagation of database information. The rapid growth and evolution of experimental techniques has makes it ever more difficult for scientists to evaluate the soundness and validity of the data at hand. This growth has resulted in the establishment of a standard for describing microarray-based experiments. The MIAME (Minimal Information About a Microarray Experiment) and MAGE (MicroArray and Gene Expression) standards [9] established metadata requirements for microarray experiments in informal (MIAME) and formal (MAGE) terms. MAGE currently has a number of representations, including MAGE-ML (MAGE Markup Language) and MAGE-TAB (MAGE TABle) . These standards, combined with data sharing requirements from most funding institutions such as the National Institutes of Health in public databases such as the National Center for Biotechnology Information's (NCBI) GEO (Gene Expression Omnibus) [10] and the European Bioinformatics Institute's (EBI) ArrayExpress [11] , along with those databases' adoption of the MAGE and MI-AME standards, have resulted in thousands of microarray experiments stored in a consistent standardized format.
However, this format is designed specifically for microarray experiments. New assay types, such as tissue microarrays [12] , high-throughput sequencing, and other low or medium throughput experiments require a more generalized data model. Additionally, information about findings is absent from MAGE and MI-AME, as is the detailed information about the biospecimens that were used in the experiment gathered and managed by the biospecimen bank. This is all valuable information that can benefit from a common data model, if one were available. Integration with other data sources in the translational pipeline, such as biospecimen management tools, Laboratory Information Management Systems (LIMS), and computational workflow automation tools through the use of a common model of provenance can provide a complete picture of the provenance of experiments. A first step in this process is to convert experimental data into a common provenance representation. We accomplish this by implementing a simulation the following use case: MAGE Data Sharing Use Case: Two databases, A and B, are repositories for microarray experiments that conform to the MAGE standard. B would like to load some experiments from A, which publishes a web service that describes its experiments using a general purpose provenance model. B should be able to re-create the information about the experiments it retrieves from A without loss.
Implementing this use case using a general purpose provenance model would demonstrate that it is possible to transform MAGE-compliant experimental metadata into that provenance model without losing any information. We create implementation simulations of this use case using the Open Provenance Model (OPM) [13] and Proof Markup Language (PML) [14] . Through these implementations, we show that it is possible to represent microarray experimental metadata fully and without loss in two common general purpose provenance models, and with the continuing adoption of general purpose provenance models by computational workflow systems, establishes the first link in the chain of provenance for the translational research provenance vision.
Related Work
There is a significant amount of related work to this topic. We highlight three areas, which the following subsections each discuss. The first area is work related to the MAGE object model. MAGE is a standard used to describe microarray experiments in a consistent manner. The second area is work related to analysis of data format compatibility using round trip analysis. We use this type of analysis to determine the suitability of representing MAGE-based experiment metadata in general purpose provenance models. The third area is work related to general purpose provenance models, specifically OPM. OPM has been used as a common representation for provenance interchange at two provenance challenges [15, 16] .
MAGE
The MAGE object model and related representations has been in wide use for a considerable period [9] in bioinformatics. Currently, the most commonly used MAGE format is MAGE-TAB [17] , a delimited text-based format encompassing a number of file formats, of which we use information from the Investigation Design Format (IDF), which contains global information about an experiment, including submitters, publications, protocols, experimental factors, etc.; Sample and Data Relationship Format (SDRF), which describes the experimental workflow and how samples and other data and physical artifacts relate to each other.
Round Trip Analysis
Round-Trip analysis of data representations, especially meta-models, have been a gold standard for validating the expressivity of those models. Farquhar et al. [20] uses a similar method validate conversion from various ontology languages into a common format. Antkiewicz et al. [21] discusses round-trip engineering, or using round-trip analysis to show that Framework-Specific Modeling Languages (FSMLs) can be shown to reliably represent Domain-Specific Modeling Languages (DSMLs) in the Java Eclipse platform.
General Purpose Provenance Models
A commonly used provenance interlinguas is the Open Provenance Model. OPM has its roots in the workflow world, where it has evolved as a proposed common interchange language for computational workflow management and execution tools, and was used as a standard interchange for the second and third Provenance Challenges. A number of scientific workflow applications have participated in these challenges, which involved the generation of OPM graphs by each team for query by the other team members. Because of this, Taverna [22] and Pegasus/Wings [4] now support the export of provenance information in OPM. This support makes it very attractive as a first link between disciplines within the translational pipeline, as bioinformaticians often use computational workflow automation tools for research.
Methods
We simulate the MAGE data sharing use case in a semantic web environment using the MGED Ontology [23] as a foundation for the representation of MAGE documents in RDF. The overall process flow is seen in Figure 2 on page 125. We start by converting MAGE-TAB documents into RDF using MAGETAB2MAGERDF 2 and feed the resulting RDF into an OPM processor that infers the relevant OPM structure from the original RDF. A separate engine extracts the statements relating to OPM so that the resulting document is a pure instance of provenance data in OPM. A second processor attempts to reverse the initial step, taking the provenance data and generating the original MAGE RDF document. Finally, a comparison processor takes the difference between the original MAGE RDF and the regenerated MAGE RDF and outputs the statements that are missing in the regenerated document. The process of converting MAGE-TAB to RDF and the mapping from MAGE-RDF to OPM is discussed in depth in McCusker and McGuinness [24] .
Evaluation
To evaluate our mappings, we perform an extraction of OPM-specific information from the resulting output RDF graphs and reverse the mapping process discussed Fig. 2 . The round trip analysis process. A MAGE-TAB file is converted to RDF and is fed into a processor that infers OPM from the original MAGE RDF. The OPM is extracted, ensuring only information represented in the provenance model remains. A processor then re-creates the original RDF to the best of its abilities from OPM. The resulting RDF is compared to the original to find missing statements.
above. We then compare the graphs to determine what statements are missing from the reconstructed graph as compared to the original.
We extract data relevant to a particular ontology in order to ensure that only data relating to that ontology or its imports remains. Only statements that use properties from the ontology import closure and individuals with a rdf:type of a class in the ontology import closure are extracted, everything else is filtered out. We perform the data extraction using three Jena models: (1) a base comparison model with only the ontology import closure, (2) an input model with the ontology import closure and the input graph to extract from, and (3) an output model with starts with the ontology import closure. The algorithm then iterates over all the classes and properties in the base comparison model and copies all statements relating to those classes and properties.
For the conversions back to MAGE from OPM, we reverse the rules discussed in McCusker and McGuinness [24] . These rules are described in opm2mage.rules 3 . The same generic inferencing processor, using the Jena API and rules engine, is used to run the conversion of OPM back into MAGE.
We use the Jena API to compare the reconstructed MAGE RDF graph with the original by creating a Jena models for the original and reconstructed graphs, and take difference of the original graph against the reconstructed graph. This results in a model that contains all statements that are in the original graph that are not in the reconstructed graph.
Results
For the mapping of MAGE to OPM, we performed a round-trip analysis on the ArrayExpress experiment E-MEXP-986
4 , a small-scale but well-annotated exemplar experiment on Arabidopsis thaliana. We report that on conversion of the experiment to OPM and back to MAGE, there are no missing statements from the reconstructed RDF graph.
Discussion
A successful mapping of one of the most widely-used experimental description formats to a general purpose provenance model suggests two things: (1) descriptions of high-throughput experiments can be successfully represented using a general purpose model, and (2) OPM is sufficiently mature as a model of provenance to support real-world descriptions of experimental workflows in the biological sciences. Given this successful mapping, it is now possible to support a wide range of biomedical experiments within existing provenance models without a need for domain-specific extensions. It also means that the vision of consistent provenance representations across the translational research pipeline is possible, and points to interesting future work in representing biospecimen history and clinical information using general-purpose provenance models.
Future Work
We are currently working on scaling the declarative mapping for OPM and developing a procedural mapping for Proof Markup Language, another provenance representation [14] . The MAGE object model represents a small part of the derivational history of biospecimens that are used in these experiments. Future work of providing biospecimen history and analysis, as well as patient clinical history in a provenance model, we look to realize the translational research provenance vision laid out in this paper. More generally, each part of the translational research pipeline represents future work that is needed to realize the translational research provenance vision. Finally, research is needed in visualization and search of large graphs of provenance before generalized provenance models can be used effectively. Biomedical informaticians already use graphbased tools such as Cytoscape to visualize large molecular interaction graphs, but clinicians and patients will probably require a different perspective.
Conclusion
We proposed a vision of provenance for translational biomedical research that supports the integration of clinical and research artifacts across the translational research pipeline, provided an overview into the translational research pipeline, and showed how high throughput experiments provide a critical role in current biomedical research. We also demonstrated mappings of MAGE descriptions of experiments onto a general purpose models of provenance, OPM, and showed that the mappings are faithful and complete using an analysis of the round trip mapping of exemplar data. We also provided a framework for analyzing conversions of data from one RDF model to another. We discussed the advantages and pitfalls of declarative and procedural mappings. Finally, we gave a window into future work in implementing the translational research provenance vision.
